This article describes the production of recesses for replaceable cutting inserts of milling tools. The recess manufacture is exemplified on a D20 shanktype milling cutter with three replaceable cutting inserts. A new production technology and its operating cycle are demonstrated. A com-parison of the old and the new technologies shows the percentage saving of change cycles and used tools, including overall evaluation of the tech-nology.
INTRODUCTION
Surface form milling is known from the very beginnings of the milling method, yet its development keeps on opening new vistas. Newly developed machines enable creation of new machining technologies. 5-axes machining centers are typical example of a resolute innovative technological development. Thanks to the new machines, surfaces can be machined in previously insoluble or extremely difficult forms. 5-axes machines enable machining of plane surfaces connected under different angles in one setting [1, 2, 3] Manufacturing technology of recesses for replaceable cutting inserts of milling tools -shank-type cutters. The subject of the task is the 20A3R032B20-SAD11E-C shank-type cutter with replaceable ADMX11 cutting inserts by Pramet Tools s.r.o. (see Fig. 1 ). The goal was to design a new recess manufacturing technology for clamping the ADMX11 replaceable cutting inserts [4] .
Figure 1 SAD11E shank-type milling cutter [4]
According to the ČSN 416343 standard, the material of the machined milling tool body is 16 343.7, equivalent to EN: 34CrNiMo6, treated to medium strength level as usual for this steel (see Fig. 2 ). Manufacturing one recess in a tool required 24 operation sections including the newly introduced machine deburring. Operation sections comprise 7 drilling cycles, 15 contour operations, 1 tapping and 1 5axes simultaneous machine deburring of edges [1] .
Production technology of recess is the presence of process liquid. Using the process liquid is maintained according to the original technology.
The programming is done using the SolidCAM software enabling the initial analysis of the workpiece. Surface curvature, inner cooling system visualization and workpiece exact definition have all been analysed to select the strategy of the new recess machining technology and to select necessary machining tools. Machining technology employing a 5-axes computerized machining centre has been chosen employing the following SolidCAM operations: Drilling / Contour / 3D contour / several continuous axes [6] . The zero point is set in the centre of the face of the semi-finished workpiece during all the programming, only changing the axes of machined surfaces to maintain the Z-axis in the machining direction. After these settings could enable a new technology of manufacturing for replaceable cutting inserts.
The total time of operation sections of one recess amounting to 3:23 minutes without deburring (operation 24). Adding the deburring operation section the simulated manufacturing time of one recess takes 3:58. Tool change times are not included. Total manufacturing time of 3 recesses including tool changes and deburring amounts to 12:04. Complete breakdown of the times, see Table 3 . [1, 7] .
SAMPLE MANUFACTURING OPERATION CYCLE
Let us demonstrate an operation cycle describing the inner cooling drilling.
Cooling drilling is done in 5 steps of 4.5 mm each in the cutting depth (see Fig. 3 , Table 2 ). Figure 3 Operation 18 -Generating the trajectory and finishing The drilling technology has been modified. At present, the drilling cycle is among the first operation sections and a full workpiece is drilled, requiring a tool with a longer cutting edge and a longer drilling time resulting in the wear of the cutting edge.
The proposed new inner cooling drilling cycle technology follows the tooth gap finishing, shortening thus the drilling cycle trajectory and saving up to 50% of the drill wear and machining time (see Fig. 4 ).
To be able to introduce the new technology the radial surface is levelled and made suitable for initial drilling.
Figure 4 Tool inner cooling drilling strategy

EVALUATION -COMPARISON OF THE TECHNOLOGIES
In comparison with existing machining technology, saving has been achieved through reduction of tool changes from 17 to 10 and through reduction of used tools from 15 to 9, or in other words, saving 41% of the tool change cycle and 40% of used tools (see figure 5 ) [8, 9, 10] . The new recess manufacturing technology brings the following partial advantages: -Reduced number of tool changes between operation sections -saving 41% of changes or 7 tool changes between operations in manufacturing one recess or complete tool, -Reduced number of cutters employed for manufacturing one piece (saving 40% or 6 cutters comparing with the current status), -Reduced drilling cycle trajectory and drill wear when applying the new technology in tool inner cooling drilling (50% saving), -Saving through new machine deburring technology.
Having introduced the new technology the total manufacturing time of one piece has been reduced by 20%.
To sum up the saving: -Machining time reduced from 14:59 to 11:58 (with machine deburring) or to 11:28 (without machine deburring) 103]. -20% final saving of time and cost (with machine deburring) or 24% (without machine deburring).
